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Quantum simulators, machines that can
replicate the dynamics of quantum sys-
tems, are being built as useful devices
and are seen as a stepping stone to uni-
versal quantum computers. A key differ-
ence between the two is that computers
have the ability to perform the logic gates
that make up algorithms. We propose a
method for learning how to construct these
gates efficiently by using the simulator to
perform optimal control on itself. This by-
passes two major problems of purely classi-
cal approaches to the control problem: the
need to have an accurate model of the sys-
tem, and a classical computer more pow-
erful than the quantum one to carry out
the required simulations. Strong evidence
that the scheme scales polynomially in the
number of qubits, for systems of up to 9
qubits with Ising interactions, is presented
from numerical simulations carried out in
different topologies. This suggests that
this in situ approach is a practical way of
upgrading quantum simulators to comput-
ers.
Recent and ongoing work on building large
quantum systems is leading to simulators that
are able to model physical phenomena, allowing
questions about the underlying science to be an-
swered [1–3]. These machines contain a register
of quantum particles, typically two level quan-
tum systems (qubits) storing quantum informa-
tion. The presence of interactions between these
leads to dynamics that, by varying control pa-
rameters in the system Hamiltonian, can repli-
cate the quantum behaviour of systems of inter-
est. This, however, is less general than a quan-
tum computer which is able is to perform a uni-
versal set of logic gates on the qubits [4].
Provided some control parameters can be var-
ied in time, it is in principle possible to do an
Figure 1: A classical computer finds a control pulse
which enables a quantum simulator to perform logic
gates. It does this in an iterative process by applying
a control pulse to the simulator and then improving it
based on the result of measurements.
arbitrary gate on a quantum many-body sys-
tem such as a quantum simulator [5–7]. Find-
ing the right time-dependency however relies al-
most exclusively on numerical methods, espe-
cially when physical constraints on the control
fields are taken into account [8, 9]. These meth-
ods require a very precise knowledge of the pa-
rameters of a system, a daunting task for a ma-
chine with a huge number of degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, they are intractable on a classical
computer if the quantum simulator we want to
solve the problem for is large enough to do some-
thing beyond the capabilities of classical com-
puters. These two difficulties provide a major
obstacle in using quantum simulators to perform
arbitrary computation.
We circumvent these problems by showing how
well-known existing numerical methods can be
translated to run in situ on the quantum simu-
lator itself, as illustrated in Fig.1. A mix of an-
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alytical and numerical results point towards this
being a scalable, bootstrapping scheme for per-
forming a universal quantum computation, need-
ing resources that grow only polynomially with
the number of qubits.
The core principle is to use the system at hand
to implement and improve control pulses until
they perform the desired gate on it. Such an
adaptive approach to finding controls is naturally
used in laboratory work and has been studied as
a fine-tuning tool in small systems [10, 11], a way
of controlling quantum chemistry with light [12],
a method for stochastic optimisation [13], and
a way of correcting parameter drift [14]. Using
simulators as oracles for reaching quantum states
has also been explored [15], as has the potential
for a quantum speed up in general optimisation
problems [16]. In this paper we propose a way
to transform this general approach into a large
scale, constructive method that provides a new
avenue to control many-body quantum systems.
Independently, and concurrently to the writing of
this paper, a similar approach as ours was devel-
oped and tested experimentally for the different
problem of quantum state preparation [17].
The scheme
The model we consider is a quantum simulator
that has the underlying ability to be a universal
quantum computer (one that can run an arbi-
trary algorithm), and the task is to learn how
to use it as such. For this reason, we take the
simulator as consisting of n qubits with some in-
teractions between them such that they form a
fully connected graph where every qubit is (di-
rectly or indirectly) interacting with every other
qubit. Furthermore we require that the timescale
associated with this interaction is much shorter
than the decoherence time in order for significant
entanglement to be built up. In addition to this
we need the ability to perform the following op-
erations on each qubit individually: preparation
in a complete basis set of states, fast rotations by
applying strong Hamiltonians, and measurement
in a complete basis set.
Such a system can be described by the Hamil-
tonian
H =
∑
i
(
f ix(t)σix + f iy(t)σiy
)
+
∑
<i,j>
H i,j , (1)
where the first sum is over all qubits and the
time-dependent control functions f(t) are to be
determined. The second sum is over all con-
nected qubits and H i,j is the interaction between
qubit i and j. The choice of σx and σy for the
controls is for convenience, any two Hamiltonians
will work, and does not have to be the same for
all qubits. As the controls are found in situ, it
is not necessary to know beforehand the form of
the interactions H i,j .
These requirements are significant, but much
easier than demanding direct control over two
qubit operations, and correspond to the state-
of-the-art in systems involving trapped ions [18–
20], cold atoms [21, 22], NMR [23–25] or super-
conducting circuits [26, 27]. In these systems
there already exist quantum simulators powerful
enough to do simulations, and satisfy our require-
ments, but are not currently usable as computers
as it is not known how to perform logic gates on
them [2, 4]. Our numerical results show that the
scheme developed here scales well for a range of
systems where H i,j is of the Ising type (σz ⊗σz).
As Ising machines are useful for a wide range of
quantum simulations and can be built with many
different technologies [19, 22, 28], this is a result
with wide ranging applicability.
In the model we consider, the connectedness of
the qubits and the ability to do fast single qubit
operations guarantees that the two core require-
ments of our proposed optimisation scheme are
satisfied: there exists a universal gate set that
can be reached at short times [6], and process
tomography can be performed [29]. While other
systems satisfy these requirements and the ap-
proach detailed here would work, we focus on this
model for clarity. As single qubit operations are
assumed, the gates that controls are needed for
are entangling ones, canonically the controlled-
not (C-NOT) gate; these are vastly harder to per-
form using conventional methods and typically
have much lower fidelities.
The steps for finding such a gate in the in situ
scheme are outlined in Fig.2. These are very gen-
eral and almost the same as in classical numeri-
cal optimisation: a guess for the optimal values is
generated, these are fed into a function that com-
putes their effect, the distance between this and
the desired outcome is calculated, and this gener-
ates another guess for the optimal values. This is
iterated until the values get close enough to the
goal, or the process terminates unsuccessfully af-
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Figure 2: Outline of the process used in optimal con-
trol, the two red steps in the middle are done in situ in
our scheme while the others are classical processing. The
starting point is an initial set of controls that parametrise
the strength of the control Hamiltonians over the gate
duration, in our examples these are generated randomly.
The evolution of the system with these parameters is
then calculated. On a classical computer this requires
solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation nu-
merically for a model of the system, while in our scheme
this is simply implementing the controls on the simula-
tor. Evaluating the gate fidelity in the classical case is
straightforward but, when done in situ, requires some
form of tomography to measure it. We derived a tight
bound for this gate fidelity in Eq.(2) that can be mea-
sured efficiently. If this fidelity is above a threshold,
the process terminates successfully, otherwise the con-
trol parameters are updated based on the results of the
latest and previous runs, and the process repeats. Such
an approach can be used in a wide range of contexts,
such as to perform quantum logic using random walks
[30].
ter some timeout condition is reached. The dif-
ficulty with doing this for a quantum simulator
of the type discussed above is in computing what
unitary is produced by a given choice of control
parameters; this requires both an accurate model
of a high dimensional system and an exponen-
tially large classical computer to solve it. Neither
of those things can be done for a quantum sys-
tem large enough to be an interesting quantum
computer.
We eliminate these twin difficulties by using
the quantum simulator to compute the effects
of the control pulse on itself. This works be-
cause the simulator with a trial set of controls is
guaranteed to be an accurate model of itself with
those controls. The propagation step is therefore
done in situ, but the method by which the control
parameters are updated remains purely classical.
This is because the information extracted from
the quantum simulator (the gate fidelity) and the
parametrisation of the control pulses are purely
classical. An upshot of this is that the myriad
of different methods to do numerical optimisa-
tion that have already been developed and work
for quantum systems can be used in this protocol
directly.
In order to use the quantum simulator as a
universal computer, this optimisation procedure
needs to be repeated for a universal set of gates.
As single qubit operations are assumed, it is suffi-
cient to find a complete set of C-NOT gates. The
minimum number of these gates, such that every
quantum circuit can be implemented, is n − 1.
In practice we expect it to be more efficient, and
produce shorter circuits, to find the 12n(n−1) C-
NOT gates that act between every pair of qubits.
As is shown in the numerical section, this is read-
ily achieved even for pairs of qubits that are not
directly interacting.
The question of whether the scheme works
when the system Hamiltonian varies in time un-
controllably is important for an experimental im-
plementation. If this change in time happens
slowly compared to the time it takes to find a
control pulse for a given gate, then it does not im-
pede the ability of the scheme to find that pulse.
However, it may mean that the pulse no longer
produces the required dynamics at a later point
in time when it is being used as part of an al-
gorithm. In this case, it would be required to
eventually rerun the optimisation scheme in or-
der to correct for this drift.
On the other hand, if the stochastic fluctua-
tions in the Hamiltonian are faster than the evo-
lution time required for a gate, the problem is
a different one. Repeatedly evolving the sys-
tem with the same controls (necessary in order
to measure the fidelity) will result in the system
evolving with a different Hamiltonian on each re-
peat. This noise in the Hamiltonian thus trans-
lates into a lower fidelity being measured. There-
fore, as long as the fast fluctuations in the Hamil-
tonian are small, they are not expected to pre-
vent the scheme from finding a successful pulse
but will limit the maximum possible fidelity.
Local gate fidelity
The measure used to gauge how close the sys-
tem evolution is to the desired unitary is typ-
ically the gate fidelity [31]. This is a function
between the dynamical map M which describes
the evolution of the system under a set of con-
trols (including potential decoherence which acts
on the system), and the target unitary U . It is
defined as F (M,U) = 〈ψ| ρM |ψ〉 where |ψ〉 =
U ⊗ 1 |Ω〉 (with |Ω〉 = ∑k |kk〉 being a maxi-
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mally entangled state) is the Choi state of U ;
and ρM = (M ⊗ id) |Ω〉 〈Ω| is the Choi state of
M . This distance measure is bounded between 0
and 1, with the upper limit being reached only
when M(·) = U(·)U †. In the case of the sys-
tem evolution being unitary simplifies down to
F (V,U) = |1dTr[V †U ]|2. When the propagation
step of Fig.2 is done classically, the whole unitary
describing the evolution of the system is calcu-
lated as an exponentially large matrix from which
the gate fidelity must be calculated.
In the in situ scheme this is no longer the
case; the only thing which is accessible is a
quantum state after it has been evolved by the
quantum simulator under some control param-
eters. The standard method of extracting the
gate fidelity is to perform a variant of process
tomography, known as certification. This re-
quires preparing the system in a specific state,
evolving it, and then performing a set of mea-
surements. The number of different preparation-
measurement combinations, Nmeas, is of order
O(d2) = O(22n), and thus scales exponentially
[32].
However it is possible to do exponentially bet-
ter for cases of interest where the target gate has
a tensor product structure, U = ⊗Ui where each
Ui is a unitary which acts on a small number of
qubits. This would typically be a single C-NOT
on one pair of qubits and identity on the rest,
C-NOT1,2 ⊗ 13 ⊗ 14 ⊗ ..., but it could be several
simultaneous non-overlapping C-NOTs or even
larger gates such as Tofolli. No matter what the
exact form is, provided that the target can be
decomposed into a tensor products of unitaries,
the fidelity over the whole system is bounded by
the local estimator FLE according to
F (M,U) ≥ FLE(M,U) = 1−
∑
i
(1− F (Mi, Ui))
(2)
where Mi(ρi) = M(ρi
⊗
j 6=i
1
dj
1j). This is the
reduced dynamical map acting on subsystem i
where the other subsystems have been initialised
in the maximally mixed state. This result is
proved in the appendix below based on existing
approaches [33].
The advantage of this local estimator to the
fidelity is that it only requires certification to be
performed over small dimensional subsystems of
1 or 2 qubits. As the size of these subsystems
does not increase as the system is scaled up, the
cost of measuring the fidelity does not increase
exponentially with the number of qubits. Apply-
ing existing results for certification to each term
in Eq.(2) sequentially gives Nmeas = O(
∑
i d
2
i ) =
O(n). As is discussed in the methods section be-
low, it is possible to remove this linear scaling
by noting that each term in Eq.(2) can be recov-
ered in parallel. This results in a constant cost,
Nmeas = O(maxi d2i ) = O(1), a vast improvement
over the previous exponential scaling, O(22n).
Beyond being efficiently recoverable, this esti-
mator to the fidelity is useful for a number of
reasons. It is a lower bound on the gate fidelity,
so we are guaranteed that the true fidelity is at
least as good. It converges to the exact fidelity
in the limit that F (M,U)→ 1, this is important
as we are most interested in having a measure of
how good a gate is when it is close to the target.
As can be seen in Fig.3, it is well behaved nu-
merically and the initial convergence is fast. In-
creasing the number of qubits would increase the
number of terms in Eq.(2) but not their struc-
ture, therefore we expect the qualitative features
to remain the same as it is scaled up. The mini-
mum value of the local fidelity is 1−n, while the
true gate fidelity cannot go below 0, so it may
be expected that the convergence to 1 is slower
in larger systems as the local fidelity has a larger
range to cover.
The scaling behaviour of the local fidelity
was investigated by considering a target UT =
C-NOT ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1... and comparing the gate fi-
delity and local fidelity between it and the uni-
tary U = e−iHUT , where H is a random Hamil-
tonian generated by a Gaussian distribution and
normalised to ||H||2 = 0.1. As the number of
qubits was increased from 3 to 14, the true gate
fidelity averaged over different random H stayed
the same ( 99.5%) while the local fidelity dropped
linearly, by less than 0.2% per qubit. This is in
accordance with our intuition that the local fi-
delity behaves similarly for different numbers of
qubits, with the principle difference being the lin-
early increasing number of terms in the sum of
Eq.(2).
Numerical investigation
The local fidelity detailed in the previous sec-
tion shows that it is possible to estimate the fi-
delity of a quantum gate efficiently as the size of
the system increases, removing one direct barrier
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Figure 3: Comparison of the gate fidelity with the local estimator of the fidelity during an op-
timisation run. The gate fidelity and its local estimator, Eq.(2), are plotted as a function of iteration step
for one complete run of the in situ optimisation scheme. The system is a five-qubit nearest-neighbour chain
with the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1); Ising on the left where Hi,j = σz ⊗ σz, and Heisenberg on the right where
Hi,j = σx ⊗ σx + σy ⊗ σy + σz ⊗ σz. The target is a C-NOT gate on the first two qubits and identity on the
others. The algorithm minimised the infidelity of the local estimator. The exact infidelity is plotted at each
step for comparison. It is lower in both cases at all iteration steps, and highly correlated with the estimated
infidelity, such that minimising the former also minimises the latter almost monotonically and the landscape
remains trap free. Furthermore the difference between the two decreases rapidly as the infidelity approaches
0. In the Heisenberg case the true gate fidelity converges slower than for the Ising chain; this behaviour is
closely mapped onto the local estimator. This demonstrates the validity of maximising the local estimator of
the fidelity as a proxy for maximising the true gate fidelity.
from the scalability of the in situ optimisation
scheme. There are, however, other factors that
determine the time the protocol takes which need
to be taken into account to assess its scalability.
This requires an expression for the total time re-
quired to construct a control sequence for a gate
in terms of the number of qubits in the system.
As this is an optimisation problem that would be
done ‘numerically’ on a hybrid classical-quantum
computer, analytic expressions could not be ob-
tained. In order to investigate this we conducted
simulations of the protocol on a purely classi-
cal computer. We explored systems from 3 to
9 qubits; memory constraints on the cluster we
used made larger systems unfeasible due to the
difficulty of evolving (and doing gradient based
optimisation of) operators.
The average time needed to find a control se-
quence for a gate can be expressed as:
Ttotal = TrunNruns/psucc (3)
where Trun is the time it takes to do one run
of a control sequence on the quantum simulator,
Nruns is the number of sequences that are run on
the simulator until the protocol halts, and psucc is
the probability that the protocol halts with a con-
trol pulse that reaches the desired fidelity. Trun
can be decomposed as Trun = Tinit +Tgate +Tmeas
which is the time to initialise the system, evolve
the system under the interaction and control
Hamiltonians, and then measure it respectively.
Tinit and Tmeas are determined by the type of sys-
tem being used; we take them as fixed and inde-
pendent of the number of qubits. The gate time,
on the other hand, is a free parameter that must
be decided before starting the in situ optimisa-
tion.
The total number of runs can be similarly de-
composed as
Nruns = Nmeas Nprec Nfids Nupds. (4)
Nmeas is the number of times the experiment with
the same control pulse, but with different input
states and measurement basis, must be repeated
in order to measure the gate fidelity once. As the
previous section showed, this is O(1) for the lo-
cal estimator to the fidelity, which is the measure
used henceforth. Nprec is the number of times
the fidelity must be measured to acquire suffi-
cient statistics such that the fidelity is known to
the desired precision. Nfids is the number of dif-
ferent fidelities that need to be measured for the
optimisation algorithm to update the control se-
quence. It is 1 for gradient-free methods, while
for steepest-ascent methods it is 1 plus the num-
ber of gradients (when they are measured by fi-
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nite difference). Nupds is the number of the times
the control sequences must be updated, corre-
sponding to the number of times the scheme goes
around the loop of Fig.2.
The scaling relation of the terms in Eq.(3) de-
pends on the underlying classical algorithm. We
used a steepest ascent gradient method similar to
Gradient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) al-
gorithm [34] which is commonly used for optimis-
ing quantum control on classical computers with
great success. In this approach, each of the inde-
pendent Hamiltonians that can be controlled are
taken as piecewise-constant with Nts time-slots of
equal widths that span the full gate time Tgate.
We used analytical gradients in the simulations,
for computational efficiency [8], which restricted
us to piecewise constant and fixed Tgate.
The precision to which the fidelities need to be
measured experimentally also needs to be spec-
ified. This could be done by either fixing Nprec
itself, or by repeatedly measuring the fidelity un-
til the error of the mean is below a specified value.
We approximated the latter approach numeri-
cally by rounding each local fidelity measurement
to some numerical accuracy Anum and calculated
the equivalent Nprec. The in situ scheme there-
fore requires Tgate, Nts and Anum to be chosen
beforehand, as well as a target fidelity Ftarg, and
to know the number of different control Hamil-
tonians which, multiplied by Nts, gives the total
number of controls Nctrl.
In order to simulate this completely numeri-
cally we also need to specify exactly what the
control Hamiltonians and the constant interac-
tion Hamiltonians are for a given system. This is
not the case were this scheme done in situ exper-
imentally. In an experiment Tgate minimisation
could be included in optimisation objectives as
the gradients would be calculated via a finite-
difference method. Alternative pulse parametri-
sation to piecewise constant could also be used, as
best suits the experimental setup. All the differ-
ent parameters mentioned above are summarised
in Fig.4.
We conducted a number simulations of this ap-
proach with a Hamiltonian of the type described
in Eq.(1) for different number of qubits and in-
teraction topologies. They were completed using
the quantum optimal control modules in QuTiP
[35–37]. These provide methods for optimising
a control pulse to some fidelity measure. The
Parameter Description
Tgate Evolution time for the gate
Nts Number of timeslots for control pulse
Anum Accuracy of fidelity measurements
Ftarg Target fidelity for the desired gate
Nruns Number of (#) runs in total
Nmeas # different input-output pairs
Nprec # repeats for required fidelity accuracy
Nfids # different fidelities to update controls
Nupds # control updates needed
psucc probability of success
Nctrl # parameters in control pulse
Figure 4: The different parameters defined in the text,
summarised here for convenience. The top four are those
which need to be fed into the classical optimiser in order
for it to run GRAPE in situ; other classical protocols
could be used, which would require different parameters.
The bottom seven are used to quantify the efficiency of
the scheme.
GRAPE implementation in QuTiP is described
in the documentation, available at [37]. The
code used to perform the numerical simulations is
available in an open-source repository [38]. The
local Choi fidelity measure customisation, and a
method for automating locating the psucc thresh-
old, were developed for this study; they are fully
described in the code documentation. The opti-
mal Tgate and Nts were determined by trialling a
range of alternatives. As the result of the opti-
misation depends on the initial random control
amplitudes (uniformly distributed in [1, 1]), each
scenario was repeated multiple times to gain re-
liable statistics.
A high performance computing cluster was
necessary for completing sufficient repetitions of
the optimisation simulations of the larger sys-
tems in a reasonable time (the 9 qubit optimi-
sations each required around four days of Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2670 0 2.90GHz core processing
time and were repeated hundreds of times). This
is because the processing time required to opti-
mise a pulse scales exponentially with system size
due to the need to exponentiate the Hamiltonians
in order to compute propagators. This difficulty
precisely highlights the need to optimise pulses in
situ for quantum systems of the size that would
perform a useful quantum computation.
We found numerically that, for a range of ex-
amples, there exist values of Tgate and Nts such
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Topology Coupling Tgate Nts Nupds
chain Ising pi 12 60
star Ising pi 12 214
fully connected Ising 12pi 160 295
chain Heisenberg 16pi 160 585
star Heisenberg 12pi 160 1043
fully connected Heisenberg 12pi 160 881
Figure 5: The cost of performing the in situ optimisation
scheme is investigated for a range of different 5 qubit sys-
tems for the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1). The differences be-
tween the systems are their topology (a linear chain with
nearest neighbour interactions, a star where all interact
with a central qubit only, or fully connected where the
interaction strengths are also randomised) and the inter-
action type. In each case the Hamiltonian used means
that Nctrl = 10, the target operation is a C-NOT gate
on two qubits and identity on the rest, Ftarg = 0.999,
and psucc > 0.98. These simulations where done with
full numerical precision. We see that, for five qubits, all
six systems find the desired entangling gate, and do so
at reasonable experimental cost. This indicates that the
approach works for a range of possible quantum simula-
tors.
that the in situ scheme converges. Fig.5 shows
typical values of the most important parameters
for a variety of topologies and interaction types.
We consistently found that Ising systems were
easier to find controls for than Heisenberg sys-
tems. In particular, our results suggest that in
Heisenberg systems a GRAPE-based algorithm
may require a Tgate that scales exponentially with
the number of qubits in order for the optimisa-
tion to succeed. We found that this discrepancy
also existed in purely classical optimisation tech-
niques.
This suggests that Heisenberg systems are in-
trinsically harder to solve with optimal control
methods than Ising ones, and that this does not
depend on whether an in situ or classical ap-
proach is used. This is consistent with Fig.3
where we compare the local estimator to the fi-
delity with the true fidelity for a 5 qubit Heisen-
berg chain as a function of the iteration step as
it is being optimised. The local estimator tracks
the true fidelity steadily whether the underlying
system is Heisenberg or Ising, the notable dif-
ference between the two plots is the plateau in
the Heisenberg case. This shows that optimis-
ing the system is significantly harder and appears
for both the local estimator and the true fidelity.
An exponential scaling in the required gate time
would make such an approach infeasible for a
quantum computer.
Regardless of these numerical difficulties, it
can be shown [6] that it is possible to do fast en-
tangling gates on such Heisenberg systems by us-
ing fast local unitaries and Trotter compositions
to decouple the system into simple disconnected
components. The problem is therefore with the
choice of the particular optimisation algorithm
that struggles to find the solution. It may be the
case that using a different algorithm inside our in
situ protocol, such as parametrising the control
Hamiltonians as a Fourier series rather than as
piecewise-constant, would find control pulses for
shorter gate times.
For the case of an Ising chain we also varied
the number of qubits in order to hypothesise a
likely scaling for Ttotal in terms of the number of
qubits in the system and found that a polynomial
scaling matched very well. As the cost of doing
a classical simulation of the in situ optimisation
of the Ising chain is much lower than for the oth-
ers, we also picked this system to investigate the
impact of measurement noise by introducing a
finite value of Anum, which parametrises the sen-
sitivity of the system to measurement noise. The
results are shown in Fig.6 and give us a good
estimate of Nupds = O(n) and Anum = O(1/n).
The latter implies that Nprec = O(n2), due to
the central limit theorem that states the number
of repetitions required scales quadratically with
the desired accuracy which gives Nprec ∝ A−2num =
O(n2).
Putting this together with the previous results
that Nfids = O(n) for gradient based optimisa-
tion and Nmeas = O(1) for the local estimator
fidelity gives Nruns = O(n4). As this is done
with a constant gate time and with a constant
success probability, this implies that the time re-
quired to find a control sequence that implements
a C-NOT gate on an Ising chain using a steepest-
gradient in situ scheme scales as Ttotal = O(n4).
The other system we investigated in depth was
an Ising ring where the target C-NOT was be-
tween two next-nearest-neighbour or two ran-
domly located qubits. Fig.7 shows the required
Nupds for up to 9 qubits for this system. This
graph is in agreement with the previous results
of Fig.6 that the number of iterations required
grows slowly with the number of qubits; in this
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Figure 6: Numerical simulation of the experimental cost of finding a C-NOT gate in an Ising chain
using steepest ascent in situ. The number of updates and the fidelity accuracy required for the optimisation
protocol to succeed is plotted for a chain of qubits with the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) with nearest-neighbour Ising
interactions, a gate time of Tgate = 4pi, and Nts = 48 timeslots. The target in each case is a CNOT gate between
two qubits in the middle of the chain, separated by one other qubit. The gate fidelity used is FLE , therefore
the true gate fidelity will be a little higher. Since the cost of the n = 3 case is significantly lower than for the
other, it has been omitted from all fits.
Figure a) shows how Nupds scales with the number of qubits for different target gate fidelities (error bars are
twice the standard error). For this plot, the accuracy to which the fidelity is measured, Anum, is picked to give
a psucc = 50% success rate. We see a strong linear relation in the number of iterations required as a function of
the number of qubits giving Nupds = O(n).
Figure b) shows how the accuracy to which the local fidelity needs to be measured, Anum, scales with the
number of qubits for different target fidelities (error bars are 5 times the standard error). The data is expected
to have an O(1/n) scaling as, in order to reach a gate infidelity of , the fidelity ought to require a measurement
accuracy O(). As this is calculated from the sum of the fidelities of the subsystem, we conjectured that they
each need to be measured to an accuracy O(/n). The data points lie very close to a c/n curve, providing strong
support for this argument. However, the constant c does not appear to have quite a linear relationship with ;
we did not investigate this further as it does not affect scalability.
The fidelity accuracy for the psucc = 50% is estimated using an interpolation of psucc values for a range of Anum.
Between 25 and 45 points are used in the interpolation. Each of these points are the average over a number of
repetitions: 200 for n = 3, 4; 100 for n = 5; 50 for n = 6, 7. The method for selecting the Anum values for the
simulations and the interpolations are described in more detail in the code repository [38].
case the results even show signs of being sub-
linear. An unexpected feature shared by both
sets of results is the low cost of the 3 qubit case.
Our intuition is that it is due to the additional
symmetries present and the ease with which the
single qubit not part of the target C-NOT gate
can be kept disentangled.
The reason for picking the ring topology and
not-nearest-neighbour target gate was to check
whether the Ising chain results were unique, to
demonstrate the applicability of the in situ ap-
proach to different systems, and to test its abil-
ity to reach more complex gates. Specifically,
it shows that the scalability of the scheme did
not rely on boundary effects or on qubits being
adjacent to each other. While a quantum com-
puter could be built using only nearest-neighbour
gates, being able to entangle two arbitrary qubits
in the time of a single gate drastically reduces the
potential run time of algorithms.
Discussion
This polynomial scaling observed numerically in
these two different cases is encouraging evidence
that the protocol may indeed be efficient. Some
of the components that make up this exponential
scaling come from numerical data, so several fits
are possible. However the points lie so close to a
linear fit in Fig.6 that a different fit, such as an
exponential one, would diverge only slowly. Fig.7
suggests than corrections to the fit are more likely
to make it sub-linear than more costly. Although
it is clear that the results presented here do not
form an absolute proof of the scalability of an in
situ control scheme for all quantum simulators,
they are at the very least strong evidence that
this is an powerful approach to take for moder-
ately large systems of a few tens of qubits.
Systems of such a size are interesting as they
correspond to the state-of-the-art that can be re-
alised experimentally. Using the in situ scheme
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Figure 7: Number of control pulse updates needed to find a C-NOT gate in an Ising chain and
ring. The number of updates required for the optimisation protocol to succeed is plotted for a chain (left) and
a ring (right) of qubits with the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) with nearest-neighbour Ising interactions σz⊗σz, a gate
time of Tgate = 4pi, Nts = 48 timeslots, and a gate fidelity of FLE = 0.999. Full numerical accuracy was used in
these simulations. Each data point represents repeated optimisations: 100 for n < 8; 96 for n = 8; 30 for n = 9.
The number of successful optimisations is psucc > 90% in all cases. The error bars are twice the standard error.
In both cases there is no evidence that the scaling is more than linear, even disregarding the n = 3 data. As
we did not have an obvious model to fit to these points, no best-fit is shown. The value of Nupds is slightly
higher for the ring than the chain, but appears to have a smaller gradient in n. For both graphs the results for
nearest-neighbour and random qubits are statistically indistinguishable. This highlights that the optimisation
scheme operates equally well in both cases and works more efficiently than a naive dynamically decoupling
protocol.
for such systems would likely find control se-
quences for entangling gates that are not cur-
rently known, and where purely classical numer-
ical optimisation schemes would fail due to the
enormous computational requirements. Further-
more, testing these predictions in such exper-
iments would extend these results to numbers
of qubits that are completely unattainable for
a purely classical computer to model, and test
this protocol closer to full-scale universal quan-
tum computation.
One potential difficulty in optimal control is
the existence of traps: local maxima of the fi-
delity that optimisation algorithms converge to
which are not the global maxima. The question
of whether traps exist in unitary control using
the standard gate fidelity has been well studied
[39–41], and the conclusion is that generic quan-
tum control landscapes are almost always trap
free. This may also apply to the local estimator
of the fidelity; traps were not a problem for the
numerical simulations we performed and found
no evidence of any new traps in Fig.3 or else-
where.
The numerical results presented here used
GRAPE, which decomposed the control pulses
into piece-wise constant functions. A potentially
more powerful approach, and one which is harder
to do classically but may be easier to implement
physically, would be to decompose them by fre-
quency [42], such as in CRAB [43, 44] and GOAT
[45]. Such algorithms are slow to run classically
due to the difficulty of exponentiating the time-
dependent Hamiltonian, a step which is bypassed
in the in situ scheme. They typically require
fewer parameters to describe a successful control
pulse and thus may prove faster than GRAPE
when done experimentally. A different variation
would be to change from a gradient based algo-
rithm to a geometric or genetic one, or even to
use machine-learning algorithms to learn about
the system [46]. Ideas from robust control [47, 48]
may also be usable in an in situ framework, in or-
der to make the approach more resilient to fluc-
tuations in the system Hamiltonian.
A future direction to take this work is to apply
it to another important aspect of quantum com-
putation: error correction. The protocol detailed
here can be used in much the same way for this
by replacing the target operation from a C-NOT
gate, to one protecting some logical qubits. Pre-
liminary results show that with a tuneable inter-
action the system can discover decoherence free
subspaces and simple error correcting codes this
way. Work remains on what the most useful tasks
to optimise for are, and on showing the scalability
Accepted in Quantum 2018-07-23, click title to verify 9
of this approach.
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Appendix
Local estimator to the fidelity
We derive a bound for the gate fidelity
F (M,U) = 〈ψ|ρM |ψ〉 which is the fidelity of the
Choi states of the target gate U with the realised
channel M using methods derived from [33]. A
more in depth analysis is available in [49]. The
Choi state of U is defined as |ψ〉 = U ⊗ 1 |Ω〉,
and the Choi state of M is ρ = (M ⊗ id) |Ω〉 〈Ω|,
where id is the identity map, and |Ω〉 = ∑k |kk〉
is a maximally entangled state between the orig-
inal Hilbert space and a copy of it. We con-
sider the case where the target operation U is
unitary and has a tensor product structure such
that U = ⊗i Ui. The Choi state of U inher-
its its tensor product structure and is given by
|ψ〉 = ⊗i |ψi〉.
To find a bound for F (M,U) we begin by con-
structing the projectors hi = 1i − |ψi〉 〈ψi| for
each Ui. These projectors have a very simple
spectrum with a single 0 eigenvalue with cor-
responding eigenket |ψi〉, and a degenerate or-
thogonal space with eigenvalue 1. These projec-
tors are summed together to form a Hamiltonian
H = ∑i hi⊗1i¯ such that each hi acts on its own
part of the Hilbert space and is identity on the
rest. This has a single E0 = 0 eigenvalue with
eigenstate |E0〉 = |ψ〉, while all its other eigen-
values are positive integers. By expanding this
Hamiltonian in its eigenbasis {Ek, |Ek〉} we have
Tr[Hρ] =
∑
k≥0
Ek 〈Ek|ρ|Ek〉
≥
∑
k>0
〈Ek|ρ|Ek〉 ,
as E0 = 0 and all the other energies are one
or greater. Next, using the identity Tr[ρ] =∑
k≥0 〈Ek|ρ|Ek〉 = 1 we find
Tr[Hρ] ≥ 1− 〈E0|ρ|E0〉
≥ 1− 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 .
From the definition of the gate fidelity this give
F (M,U) ≥ 1− Tr[Hρ].
The expectation value of the Hamiltonian can
be evaluated according to
Tr[Hρ] =
∑
i
Tr[(1i − |ψi〉 〈ψi|)⊗ 1i¯ ρ]
=
∑
i
Tri[(1i − |ψi〉 〈ψi|)ρi]
=
∑
i
(1− 〈ψi|ρi|ψi〉),
where ρi = Tr¯i[ρ]. This is also the Choi state of
the map
Mi( · ) ≡M( ·
⊗
j 6=i
1
dj
1j),
which is the map M acting on subsystem i with
the other subsystems in the maximally mixed
state. This results in Eq.(2)
F (M,U) ≥ 1−
∑
i
(1− F (Mi, Ui)).
One way of measuring FLE is to prepare the
state of one subspace in a basis state and all
the others in a maximally mixed state, perform
the simulation, measure the initial subspace, and
then repeat for a tomographically complete ba-
sis set and for each subsystem; giving a cost of
Nmeas =
∑
iO((di)2) = O(n). However by noting
that a maximally mixed state is a random mix-
ture of pure states, the fidelity of each subsystem
can be measured at the same time by prepar-
ing each one in a random pure basis state. In
this case there is no scaling with the number of
qubits as the number of repetitions required de-
pends only on the size of the largest subsystem.
This gives Nmeas = O(1).
While this shows that local fidelity is efficient
to extract from an experimental set up, it is no
easier than the gate fidelity to compute in nu-
merical simulations. This is because it must be
calculated from a unitary (or CPT map) which
represents the evolution of the whole system of
dimension 2n. Multiple partial traces of it are
needed in order to compute the Mi from Eq.(2),
which is typically a slow operation. Indeed, the
need to calculate the local fidelity was a consider-
able strain on our numerical simulations and one
of the compounding reasons why we could not
simulate larger systems.
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